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VI. CONCLUSION
In this correspondence, a general design for allpass variable frac-
tional delay (VFD) digital filters with minimum weighted integral
squared error subject to a constraint on maximum error deviation
from the desired response was formulated. Design examples show
that a trade-off can be achieved between the integral squared error
and the maximum error deviation for the allpass VFD filters. From
the WLS solution, the maximum error deviation can be reduced while
maintaining approximately the same integral squared error.
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Two-Channel Linear Phase FIR QMF Bank Minimax
Design via Global Nonconvex Optimization Programming
Charlotte Yuk-Fan Ho, Bingo Wing-Kuen Ling, Lamia Benmesbah,
Ted Chi-Wah Kok, Wan-Chi Siu, and Kok-Lay Teo
Abstract—In this correspondence, a two-channel linear phase finite-im-
pulse-response (FIR) quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank minimax
design problem is formulated as a nonconvex optimization problem so that
a weighted sum of the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter bank, the
maximum passband ripple magnitude and the maximum stopband ripple
magnitude of the prototype filter is minimized subject to specifications
on these performances. A modified filled function method is proposed
for finding the global minimum of the nonconvex optimization problem.
Computer numerical simulations show that our proposed design method
is efficient and effective.
Index Terms—Filled function, global optimization, nonconvex optimiza-
tion problem, two-channel linear phase FIR QMF bank minimax design.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since transition bandwidths of the filters in two-channel filter banks
are usually larger than those in multichannel filter banks, lengths of
the filters in two-channel filter banks are usually shorter than those in
multichannel filter banks. Moreover, as only a single prototype filter is
required for the design of a quadrature mirror filter (QMF) bank and
all other filters are derived from the prototype filter, the total number
of filter coefficients required for the design of a QMF bank is usually
smaller than those in general filter banks. Furthermore, as the linear
phase property of the filters guarantees no phase distortion of the filter
bank and the FIR property of the filters guarantees the bounded input
bounded output stability of the filter bank, two-channel linear phase
FIR QMF banks find many applications in image and video signal pro-
cessing [1].
Unlike a multichannel QMF bank [2], [3], a two-channel QMF bank
could not achieve the exact perfect reconstruction with the prototype
filter having very good frequency selectivity [4]. Hence, it is useful to
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design a two-channel QMF bank so that a weighted sum of the max-
imum amplitude distortion of the filter bank, the maximum passband
ripple magnitude and the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the
prototype filter is minimized subject to specifications on these perfor-
mances. Nevertheless, this QMF bank minimax design problem is a
nonconvex optimization problem. As nonconvex optimization prob-
lems usually consist of many local minima [14], it is usually stuck at
these local minima and very difficult to find the global minimum if
conventional gradient based approaches are employed for finding the
global minimum.
When nonconvex optimization problems consist of finite numbers
of local minima, it is possible to find the global minimum of these
nonconvex optimization problems. There are mainly two different ap-
proaches for finding the global minimum of these nonconvex optimiza-
tion problems. The first type of the approaches is nongradient based
approaches, such as evolutionary algorithm based approaches [5], [6].
These approaches keep generating evaluation points randomly. Those
evaluation points with better performances are kept, while those eval-
uation points with poor performances are ignored. However, compu-
tational complexities of these nongradient based approaches are very
high because most of the evaluation points are ignored. The second type
of the approaches is filled function approaches [7]–[12]. The definition
of filled functions and the working principle of filled function methods
are discussed in Section II. Nevertheless, it is very challenging to find
a filled function that satisfies the required properties. To tackle this dif-
ficulty, filled functions with several parameters are defined [7]–[12].
However, there is no general rule for the selection of these parameters.
In this correspondence, extra constraints are imposed on the optimiza-
tion problems so that the required properties of the filled function are
guaranteed to be satisfied.
In this correspondence, a modified filled function method is pro-
posed for finding the global minimum of a two-channel linear phase
FIR QMF bank minimax design problem. The outline of this corre-
spondence is as follows. In Section II, the definition of filled functions
and the working principle of filled function methods are reviewed. In
Section III, a two-channel linear phase FIR QMF bank minimax de-
sign problem is formulated as a nonconvex optimization problem and a
modified filled function method is proposed for finding the global min-
imum of the nonconvex optimization problem. In Section IV, computer
numerical simulations are illustrated. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section V.
II. REVIEW ON DEFINITION OF FILLED FUNCTIONS AND WORKING
PRINCIPLE OF FILLED FUNCTION METHODS
A filled function [7]–[12] is a function satisfying the following prop-
erties: a) the current local minimum of the original cost function is the
current local maximum of the filled function; b) the whole current basin
of the original cost function is a part of the current hill of the filled func-
tion; c) the filled function has no stationary point in any higher basins
of the original cost function; and d) there exists a local minimum of the
filled function which is in a lower basin of the original cost function.
Some terminologies related to filled functions have been used above.
Notably, a basin of a function is defined as the subset of the domain
of the optimization variables such that any points in this subset will
give the same local minimum of the function via conventional gradient
based optimization methods. A hill of a function is defined as the subset
of the domain of the optimization variables such that any points in this
subset will give the same local maximum of the function via conven-
tional gradient based optimization methods. A higher basin of a func-
tion is a basin of the function with the cost value of the local minimum
of the basin being higher than that of the current basin of the function.
A lower basin of a function is a basin of the function with the cost value
of the local minimum of the basin being lower than that of the current
basin of the function.
Due to property a), by evaluating the filled function at a point slightly
deviated from the current local minimum of the original cost function,
a lower filled function value can be obtained. Hence, the filled function
could kick away from the current local minimum of the original cost
function. Due to properties b)–d), the current local minimum of the
filled function is neither in the current basin nor any higher basins of the
original cost function. Hence, the current local minimum of the filled
function is in a lower basin of the original cost function. As a result,
by finding the next local minimum of the original cost function, i.e.,
searching the neighborhood around the current local minimum of the
filled function, a better local minimum of the original cost function can
be obtained. Following these procedures, if the original cost function
contains a finite number of local minima [14], then the global minimum
of the original cost function will be eventually reached.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MODIFIED
FILLED FUNCTION METHOD
A. Problem Formulation
Denote the transpose operator, the conjugate operator and the con-
jugate transpose operator as the superscripts   ,   and  , respectively,
and the modulus operator as     . Let the transfer functions of the low-
pass and the highpass analysis filters of a two-channel linear phase FIR
QMF bank be    and   , respectively, and those of the syn-
thesis filters of the filter bank be   and  , respectively. Here,
   is the transfer function of the prototype filter. Denote the im-
pulse response of the prototype filter as  , the passband and the
stopband of the prototype filter as  and , respectively, the length
of the prototype filter as  , the maximum passband ripple magnitude
and the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the prototype filter as
 and , respectively, the specifications on the acceptable bounds on
the maximum passband ripple magnitude and the maximum stopband
ripple magnitude of the prototype filter as 	 and 	, respectively, and
the desired magnitude response of the prototype filter as 
 . In this
correspondence, it is assumed that the prototype filter is even length
and symmetric. Let the polyphase components of    be  




Denote the transfer function of the filter bank as   , the maximum
amplitude distortion of the filter bank as , and the specification on the
acceptable bound on the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter
bank as 	. Let the vector containing these distortions and the even-
time index filter coefficients be  , that is
                 
 
 (2)
In order to achieve both the aliasing free condition and the QMF pairs
condition, the relationships among the analysis filters and the synthesis
filters are governed by
      (3a)
      (3b)
and
      (3c)
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  	        	   	   (9)
Obviously, the filter bank does not suffer from the phase distortion
and the amplitude distortion of the filter bank can be expressed as
    	  	   . Denote
  	   	   	   	 (10)
then the amplitude distortion of the filter bank can be further expressed
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then the constraint on the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter
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      	  (15)
and the passband ripple magnitude of the prototype filter can be ex-





    
 
 (16)
then the constraint on the maximum passband ripple magnitude of the
prototype filter can be expressed as











then the constraint on the maximum passband ripple magnitude of the
prototype filter can be further expressed as



















then the constraint on the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the
prototype filter can be expressed as











in which  is the 3  3 identity matrix, then the specifications on the
acceptable bounds on the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter
bank, the maximum passband ripple magnitude and the maximum stop-
band ripple magnitude of the prototype filter can be expressed as
	 	   (27)
In order to minimize a weighted sum of the maximum amplitude dis-
tortion of the filter bank, the maximum passband ripple magnitude and
the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the prototype filter sub-
ject to the specifications on these performances, the filter bank design




































 	    	  	  
	   (28e)
 
    	 	  
 (28f)
where ,  and  are the weights of different criteria for formulating
the cost function,   is the cost function, and  
 	,  
 	,
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     ,      and     are the constraint functions of the opti-
mization problem.
As the set of the filter coefficients satisfying the constraints (28b)
and (28c) is nonconvex, the optimization problem is a nonconvex opti-
mization problem. In general, it is difficult to find the global minimum
of a nonconvex optimization problem.
B. Modified Filled Function Method
To find the global minimum of a nonconvex optimization problem,
the following algorithm is proposed.
Algorithm
Step 1: Initialize a minimum improvement factor , an accepted
error  , an initial search point  , a positive definite matrix
  and an iteration index   .
Step 2: Find a local minimum of the following optimization
Problem     using our previous proposed integration

















where   ,    and    are the constraint functions
we imposed. Denote the obtained local minimum as  .
Step 3: Find a local minimum of the following optimization
Problem   using our previous proposed integration



































where   is the filled function we defined, and    ,
    and  
 
  are the constraint functions we imposed.
Denote the obtained local minimum as . Increment the
value of .
Step 4: Iterate Step 2 and Step 3 until
   	  






Take the final vector of  as the global minimum of the original
optimization problem.
Step 1 is an initialization of the proposed algorithm. In order not
to terminate the algorithm when the convergence of the algorithm is
slow and to have a high accuracy of the solution, both  and   should
be chosen as small values. Also, as  is an initial search point of the
optimization algorithm, this initial search point should be in the fea-
sible set. However, in general it is difficult to guarantee that  is in
the feasible set, it should be chosen in such a way that most of the con-
straints are satisfied. Moreover, as   is a positive definite matrix, it
controls the spread of the hill of   at  . If   is a diagonal ma-
trix with all diagonal elements being the same and positive, then large
values of these diagonal elements will result to a wide spread of the hill
of   at  and vice versa. Since the local minima of nonconvex
optimization problems could be located very close together [14], the
spread of the hill of   at  should be small and the diagonal el-
ements of   should be chosen as small positive numbers. Step 2 is
to find a local minimum of  . As the constraints (29a)–(29c) are
imposed on the Problem   , the maximum amplitude distortion of
the filter bank, the maximum ripple magnitude and the maximum stop-
band ripple magnitude of the prototype filter corresponding to the new
obtained local minimum are guaranteed to be lower than that corre-
sponding to  . Similarly, Step 3 is to find a local minimum of  .
As the constraints (30b)–(30d) are imposed on the Problem  , the
maximum amplitude distortion of the filter bank, the maximum ripple
magnitude and the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the proto-
type filter are guaranteed to be lower than that corresponding to  .
Step 4 is a termination test procedure. If the difference of the weighted
performance between two consecutive iterations is smaller than a cer-
tain bound  , then the algorithm is terminated.
It has been discussed in Section I that conventional filled function
methods require that a) the current local minimum of the original cost
function is the current local maximum of the filled function; b) the
whole current basin of the original cost function is a part of the current
hill of the filled function; c) the filled function has no stationary point
in any higher basins of the original cost function; and d) there exists
a local minimum of the filled function which is in a lower basin of
the original cost function. As   is a positive definite matrix and  is
in the denominator of  ,     as    . Hence, 


is the global maximum of   and property a) is guaranteed to be
satisfied. As the constraints (30b)–(30d) are imposed on the Problem
 , when a new local minimum of   is found, this new local
minimum of   will not be located at  and the original cost value
evaluated at  will guarantee to be lower than that at  . Hence,
properties b)–d) are guaranteed to be satisfied. As a result, the proposed
algorithm guarantees to reach the global minimum of the nonconvex
optimization problem.
As the efficiency of general nonconvex optimization algorithms
would depend on the initial search points, the total number of local
minima of the optimization problems and the stopping criteria of
the optimization algorithms, there is always a tradeoff between the
accuracy of the obtained solutions and the efficiency of the optimization
algorithms. For nongradient based approaches, as most of the evalu-
ation points are ignored, the effectiveness of these algorithms is low.
On the other hand, our proposed method guarantees to obtain the local
minimum in each iteration, the effectiveness of our proposed algorithm
is high. Hence, for the same period of time, our proposed method would
obtain a better solution than that of nongradient based approaches.
IV. NUMERICAL COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
In order to have a fair comparison, the performance of the QMF
banks designed via our proposed method is compared to that designed
via the minimax approach discussed in [4]. We choose the same
passband, stopband, filter length, maximum passband ripple magni-
tude, maximum stopband ripple magnitude and desirable magnitude
response of the prototype filter as that in [4], that is
     (32)
        (33)
  (34)
    50 dB (35)
    50 dB (36)
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Fig. 1. (a) Magnitude response of the filter bank. (b) Magnitude response of the




     
    
(37)
In order to guarantee that the performance of the QMF bank designed
via our proposed method is better than that in [4], the specification on
the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter bank is chosen as  
58 dB, which is better than that in [4]      50.4576 dB.
In order not to have any bias among the maximum amplitude distor-
tion of the filter bank, the maximum passband ripple magnitude and
the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the prototype filter, all
the weights in the cost function are chosen to be the same, that is
      . In this correspondence,        are chosen
which is small enough for most applications.   is chosen as the filter
coefficients obtained via the Remez exchange algorithm, which guar-
antee to satisfy the specifications on the maximum passband ripple
magnitude and the maximum stopband ripple magnitude of the pro-
totype filter.  is chosen as the diagonal matrix with all diagonal ele-
ments equal to , which is small enough for most applications.
To compare the efficiency of the designed method, our proposed
method only takes three iterations to converge and the total time re-
quired for the computer numerical simulations is 1.6 seconds. On the
other hand, the method discussed in [4] takes 68 iterations to converge
and the total time required for the computer numerical simulations is
80 seconds. Hence, it can be concluded that the method discussed in
[4] requires more computational efforts than our proposed method and
our proposed method is more efficient than that discussed in [4]. The
magnitude responses of the filter banks as well as the magnitude re-
sponses of the prototype filters in both the passband and the stopband
designed via our proposed method are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen
from Fig. 1 that the prototype filter designed by our proposed method
could achieve 	   64.2416 dB and 	  50.3625 dB, and the
QMF bank could achieve 	  58.1557 dB. On the other hand,
the prototype filter designed by the Remez exchange algorithm could
achieve 	   62.7693 dB and 	  62.6164 dB, and the QMF
bank could only achieve 	  5.8842 dB. It can be checked easily
that the QMF bank designed via our proposed method achieves better
performances on the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter bank,
the maximum passband ripple magnitude and the maximum stopband
ripple magnitude ripple of the prototype filter than that designed by the
method discussed in [4]. This is because the QMF bank designed by
the method discussed in [4] is not the global minimum, while that de-
signed by our proposed method is the global minimum.
V. CONCLUSION
This correspondence proposes a modified filled function method for
the design of a two-channel linear phase FIR QMF bank so that a
weighted sum of the maximum amplitude distortion of the filter bank,
the maximum passband ripple magnitude and the maximum stopband
ripple magnitude of the prototype filter is minimized. The proposed
method could find the global minimum of the nonconvex optimization
problem efficiently.
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Prediction-Based Incremental Refinement for
Binomially-Factorized Discrete Wavelet Transforms
Yiannis Andreopoulos, Member, IEEE, Dai Jiang, Member, IEEE,
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Abstract—It was proposed recently that quantized representations of the
input source (e.g., images, video) can be used for the computation of the
two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D DWT) incrementally. The
coarsely quantized input source is used for the initial computation of the
forward or inverse DWT, and the result is successively refined with each
new refinement of the source description via an embedded quantizer. This
computation is based on the direct two-dimensional factorization of the
DWT using the generalized spatial combinative lifting algorithm. In this
correspondence, we investigate the use of prediction for the computation of
the results, i.e., exploiting the correlation of neighboring input samples (or
transform coefficients) in order to reduce the dynamic range of the required
computations, and thereby reduce the circuit activity required for the arith-
metic operations of the forward or inverse transform. We focus on bino-
mial factorizations of DWTs that include (amongst others) the popular 9/7
filter pair. Based on an FPGA arithmetic co-processor testbed, we present
energy-consumption results for the arithmetic operations of incremental
refinement and prediction-based incremental refinement in comparison to
the conventional (nonrefinable) computation. Our tests with combinations
of intra and error frames of video sequences show that the former can be
70% more energy efficient than the latter for computing to half precision
and remains 15% more efficient for full-precision computation.
Index Terms—Approximate signal processing, discrete wavelet trans-
form, energy consumption, incremental refinement of computation, lifting
scheme.
I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional discrete wavelet transform (2D DWT) has
been established as one of the main tools for image compression [1],
image denoising and other popular image processing operations [2],
[18]. In the vast majority of applications, the transform coefficients
are produced to the maximum degree of precision and then they are
quantized and processed as appropriate [1]. However, it has been
recognized that this wastes system resources for the cases where
severe quantization would render the majority of the coefficients not
being used at all, or used at very low precision [3]. For example,
this is commonly the case for low-bitrate image and video coding
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applications [3] and resource-constrained image and video processing
operations [4]. For this reason, previous work proposed schemes
for approximate computation of transforms and signal processing
operations [3]. A property that has been recognized to be of great
importance is incremental refinement of computation [4]–[6], where
the transform representation of a signal (image, video) is produced
incrementally with the use of embedded (bitplane-based) quantization.
In our recent work [4], this design has been theoretically analyzed
both for the forward and the inverse two-dimensional multilevel
DWT using the generalization of the spatial combinative lifting
algorithm (SCLA) of Meng and Wang [7]. The overall framework is
depicted in Fig. 1. There, the multilevel DWT decomposition of the
input source (video frame) occurs independently for each quantization
threshold (bitplane), starting from the most-significant bitplane (MSB)
and going down to the least-significant bitplane (LSB). The results
are accumulated after each multilevel SCLA computation to form an
incrementally-refined output. Similarly, for the DWT reconstruction,
the MSBs of the transform-coefficients are inserted first and the
multilevel inverse DWT reconstructs the image incrementally. Each
additional processing step requires additional energy consumption. If
the processing resources are terminated, one receives the decomposed
or reconstructed image with the best-possible quality (controlled by
the number of bitplanes processed).
Although the framework of Fig. 1 receives individual bits (per pixel
or per wavelet coefficient), the dynamic range of computations per-
formed is increasing according to i) the lifting coefficients of each
lifting step; ii) the input-source statistics; and iii) the number of decom-
position levels. In order to adapt the circuit activity according to varying
input statistics, it is crucial to have arithmetic units that perform vari-
able dynamic-range computation. Xanthopoulos [8] proposed a suit-
able framework for this purpose: for all arithmetic units, very low-cost
“MSB-rejection” circuits are utilized, which identify the exact number
of active bits within each element (adder or multiplier). In this corre-
spondence, we use a “zero-detection” circuit to avoid performing parts
of multiplications with zero inputs and demonstrate its effectiveness
in conjunction with incremental computation on an FPGA arithmetic
co-processor testbed.
The contribution of this correspondence is twofold: firstly, we pro-
pose incremental computation of the DWT with the use of predic-
tion within each refinement layer (bitplane) of the input (Sections II
and III); in addition, via the utilized FPGA co-processor (introduced
Section IV), we demonstrate the energy-distortion scalability offered
by incremental computation and the proposed prediction-based incre-
mental computation in comparison to the conventional (nonrefinable)
computation (Section V). Our results are relevant to DWT architectures
localizing memory accesses to on-chip memory [9], [10], or to cases
when the entire image can be stored on-chip, since energy consump-
tion stems predominantly from arithmetic operations and not memory
accesses in such cases [9], [10].
II. OVERVIEW OF SCLA-BASED DWT UNDER INCREMENTAL
REFINEMENT OF COMPUTATION
The 2-D DWT of an      input matrix   consisting of image
intensity values is expressed in the spatial domain by1         ,
where is the analysis polyphase matrix consisting of alternating rows
of low- and high-pass filters shifted by two (in order to apply the DWT
downsampling), and  the 2-D matrix of output wavelet coefficients.
1We are not concerned with the scaling performed after the lifting analysis and
before the lifting synthesis [11] because all scaling factors can be incorporated
into the subsequent encoding or processing stage [12]. In addition, for notational
simplicity, we assume that the image dimensions are integer multiples of   ,
with   the number of wavelet decomposition levels.
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